From: Winnie Chua  
Sent: Friday, 23 March, 2018 9:28 AM  
Subject: Briefing on Programme requirements and three pathways for CEG AY16 - 6 April 2018 (Fri), 12pm @ LT1

This email is intended for CEG students of AY16 intake.

Dear CEG Students

1. Most, if not all, of you will be going for Industrial Attachment (IA) and deciding on the modules (and/or concentration), in your third and fourth year of study.

A briefing on CEG Programme/Major requirements (including Technical Electives rules and IA-related matters) and three pathways, has been scheduled in week 11, on 6 April 2018 (Friday), 12 – 1 pm @ LT1. That same afternoon, ECE Department will be organising a Career Fair cum ECE2 Streaming Talk at/outside LT6. More information will be disseminated in due course.

You are strongly encouraged to attend both sessions. Please be punctual.

2. ATAP application round 2 will start next week from 26 – 30 March 2018. If you have yet to secure a placement earlier, do try again next week (or apply via FoE/NUS TalentConnect).

A reminder that “... in AY18/19, CG3002 will be offered in both semesters, with a cap on enrolment of 90 students per semester*. Your seniors had been able to secure CG3002 with 1 bid point. While we hope that can continue for AY16 intake, it can only happen if some of you (in PPP) heed the advisory and apply for IA next week i.e. go for IA in sem 1, AY18/19, then take CG3002 in sem 2, AY18/19. Due to curriculum changes for AY17 intake, CG3002 will cease to be offered in AY19/20 and be replaced by CG4002 (8 MCs).”

*The cap 90 students per semester INCLUDES your seniors from earlier intakes who have not pass CG3002 for whatever reason (and who likely have more P points in CORS, than you).

Also, starting this sem 2, AY17/18, students will be randomly assigned to CG3002 project groups by the lecturers. This is to ensure fairer distribution, and allow the students to truly learn collaboration in a setting that is closer to real-world.

If you manage to secure a placement (for IA in sem 1, AY18/19), you should not/need not worry about being unable to take CG3002 in the same semester as your friends (so as to be in the same project group).

Thank you.

Regards

Winnie
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